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We give a systematic comparison of a molecular model for a CO2 laser with a fast saturable ab-
sorber and a reduced version of this model. Overall, we find that there is good agreement between
these models. We use numerical continuation algorithms to analyze the bifurcation structure of
the equations, and complement the results by numerical simulations to model possible experi-
ments. Our study predicts the existence of isolas of periodic passive Q-switching self-pulsations
and a rich structure of Q-intervals of stability for these periodic orbits, where Q represents the
incoherent pump of the laser. These intervals correspond to the observed phenomenon known
as period-adding cascades. Computed loci of codimension-1 bifurcations show that a small shift
of a secondary parameter in the reduced model with respect to that of the complete model sub-
stantially improves their quantitative agreement. This parameter is associated with the action
of the Stark effect in the absorber. We also discuss a necessary condition for chaotic windows
to arise as Q changes: the codimension-1 loci suggest that at most two such chaotic windows
typically exist.
Keywords : lasers; bifurcation analysis; numerical continuation; transition to chaos.
1. Introduction
Experimental evidence of low dimensional chaos in lasers is a good example of the correspondence between
chaos in a physical system and its theoretical model. Indeed, in the study of laser instabilities, infrared
gas lasers remain promising systems as these can realize an almost one-to-one correspondence between
experiment and theory, because of their known energy-level structure and parameters [Arecchi, 1987]. In
this article we compare a molecular model of a gas laser with a saturable absorber and its reduced version,
within the context of codimension-1 and codimension-2 bifurcations. Lasers with an intracavity saturable
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absorber (LSA), which generate passive Q-switching (PQS) self-pulsations, have long been used to generate
high-intensity laser spikes. As a result, the complex dynamics generated by these giant spikes have been
the subject of numerous studies [Mandel, 1997; Abraham et al., 1998; Siegman, 1986; Keller, 2003; Erneux
et al., 2010].
The temporal behavior of the CO2 laser system with a gaseous saturable absorber inside the laser
cavity was first observed by Wood and Schwarz [Wood et al., 1967] and later analyzed by many others
[Burak et al., 1971; Dupre´ et al., 1975; Arimondo et al., 1983; Tachikawa et al., 1986, 1987, 1988]. Typically,
in a single-mode homogeneously broadened CO2 LSA, each PQS periodic self-pulsation consists of a leading
spike, named the reinjection, and n−1 small intensity undulations in a tail [Lefranc et al., 1991; Cavalcante
& Rios Leite, 2008]. We label these PQS periodic self-pulsations as Π(n). CO2 LSA are physical systems
with a rich dynamical phenomenology and their versatility to change control parameters is a significant
advantage for studies in nonlinear dynamics [Erneux et al., 2010; Lefranc et al., 1991; Cavalcante & Rios
Leite, 2008; Papoff et al., 1992].
In this article we demonstrate for the case of a molecular CO2 LSA model that the complete model
(CM) and a reduced model (RM), both give rise to isolas of periodic PQS self-pulsations as a suitable
parameter, namely the incoherent external pump, is changed. By an isola, we mean a smooth and closed
one-dimensional family of periodic solutions, as a single control parameter is allowed to vary [Olsen et
al., 1999; Doedel, 1984]. These periodic solutions, stable or unstable, are precisely the aforementioned
Π(n). We believe that these isolas may be found experimentally using control techniques in dynamical
systems [Boccaletti et al., 2000; Sieber et al., 2008]. The latter may foster further studies of the accessible
experimental dynamics of the CO2 LSA.
Following a reduction procedure, which has been successfully applied before to reduce the number
of effective equations in CO2 lasers [Ciofini et al., 1993; Braza, 1999], we obtained the RM from the
CM [Doedel et al., 2011a]. Moreover, this procedure, known as the reduction principle, is quite generally
applicable, as suggested in [Kuznetsov, 2004].
Diagrams showing Poincare´ section simulations of the CM and the RM, as the incoherent pump
parameter is varied, show some differences; in particular new windows of chaotic behavior. Nevertheless,
bifurcation diagrams obtained by numerical continuation [Doedel et al., 2011], are to a significant extent
qualitatively the same. We will explain how these divergences arise and how to improve the quality of the
agreement between both the CM and RM.
As the pump parameter is changed in an experiment, period-adding cascades of PQS periodic self-
pulsations arise: Π(n) → Π(n+1) or vice versa [Lefranc et al., 1991; Cavalcante & Rios Leite, 2008; Hennequin
et al., 1998; Dangoisse et al., 1988; Tohei et al., 1992]. According to the CM and RM, the origin of the
period-adding cascades stems from the coexistence of stable Π(n) along different isolas.
In a widely used CO2 LSA model known as the 3-2 level model [Tachikawa et al., 1986, 1987, 1988;
Lefranc et al., 1991; Cavalcante & Rios Leite, 2008], it was found that the simulated time series is consistent
with the experimental chaotic time series obtained from the CO2 LSA [Papoff et al., 1992]. In a recent
study of the 3-2 level model we showed that the aforementioned isola structures exist [Doedel et al., 2011b].
However, details of the bifurcations along the isolas in that model qualitatively differ from those reported
for the CM and the RM in this paper. As for the physics, the 3-2 level model is a generalization of the two-
level rate-equation model of the LSA, suitably modified to take into account the presence of a third level in
the amplifier, where only the most relevant relaxation mechanisms have been included. Although the 3-2
level model neglects the effects of inhomogeneous broadening, it provides surprisingly good agreement with
experimental observations. This contrasts with an earlier version of the four-level model for the the CO2
LSA [Arimondo et al., 1983], which did not predict the PQS Π(n) observed experimentally [Tachikawa et
al., 1987, 1988; Lefranc et al., 1991]. The equations in [Arimondo et al., 1983] are based on the dual four-
level model, both in the amplifier and in the absorber. In the CM, however, we assume that the amplifier
and the absorber are described by a four-level model and a two-level model, respectively [Pando, 1996]. As
a result, the CM is able to reproduce the basic operating regimes of the CO2 LSA, in particular the PQS
pulses for different Π(n), as the pump parameter is varied. In contrast to the 3-2 level model, however, the
CM and the RM depend explicitly on the number of rotational levels in the amplifier. This dependence
has physical relevance [Meucci et al., 1992; Zehnle et al., 1992; Pando et al., 1993]. In early studies of the
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CO2 LSA using the 3-2 level model, it was pointed out that the physical mechanism of the undamped n−1
undulations of Π(n) is related to relaxation oscillations caused in the balance between the induced emission
and the relaxation of the lower laser level in the amplifier [Tachikawa et al., 1986]. These are precisely the
kind of oscillations that switch between fast and slow motions and small and large amplitudes, and which
arise in a large family of physical systems. They are now known as mixed mode oscillations [Brons et al.,
2008], and the CO2 LSA is a good example thereof.
Another issue that has been considered experimentally and in simulations is the frequency locking
phenomenon induced by the Stark effect, where a periodically modulated external electrical field acts upon
the absorber cell [Dangoisse et al., 1990; Tsukamoto et al., 1995]. In this context we also consider the
bifurcations of the periodic PQS self-pulsations induced by a constant (DC) electrical field, which acts as
a second bifurcation parameter.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we discuss the CM of the CO2 laser with a fast saturable
absorber (LSA) and its reduced version (RM). In Sec. 3 we present and compare the basic bifurcation
diagrams of these models for variable Q, the incoherent pump, namely, the bifurcation diagrams for the
stationary states and those of the main periodic self-pulsation Π(1). In Sec. 4, we compare the isola families
of periodic self-pulsations Π(n), with n ≥ 3, in the two models, as the parameter Q is varied. In Sec. 5, we
consider the changes that the Stark effect, acting upon the absorber cell, induces in the isolas. In particular,
we compare how the stability intervals along the isolas in the two models change. Section 6 contains our
conclusions.
2. The Model
In contrast to standard laser models, in which a single mode interacts with a resonant molecular transition,
in CO2 lasers the population transfers are more complicated in the amplifier cell and need a four-level system
to be modeled [Burak et al., 1971; Dupre´ et al., 1975; Zambon et al., 1989; Zambon, 1991; Meucci et al.,
1992; Zehnle et al., 1992; Pando et al., 1993, 1995]. Taking into account this peculiarity, a model for a LSA
considered in [Pando, 1996] accurately simulates the PQS pulses for different Π(n) as the pump parameter
is varied.
Within the laser cavity the two cells of resonant molecules corresponding to the amplifier and the
absorber are described in our LSA model by a four-level model and a two-level model, respectively [Pando,
1996]. Here it is assumed that the lasing atomic transitions are homogeneously broadened. The amplifier
equations have the same parameters as those used in the studies of the CO2 laser with modulated losses
[Pando et al., 1993, 1995] and in those dealing with the transient regimes [Meucci et al., 1992; Zehnle et
al., 1992]. In both situations good quantitative agreement between models and experiments was found.
The saturable absorber, instead, is described by a two-level model, as suggested by several theoretical and
experimental studies [Tachikawa et al., 1988; Lefranc et al., 1991; Tohei et al., 1992]. In this article, we
consider the case of a fast saturable absorber. It is this cell of absorbing molecules that is affected by the
action of a constant external electrical field, namely, the Stark effect [Dangoisse et al., 1990; Tsukamoto et
al., 1995], as will be discussed in Sec. 5.
The model is based on the usual field-matter equations in a resonant cavity [Abraham et al., 1998].
With the aforementioned considerations, at exact resonance between the cavity and molecular frequencies,
the coupled field-matter rate equations for a single longitudinal mode CO2 LSA are described by the
following set of equations:
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dI
dt








= −BgI(N2 −N1)− γ2N2 − γRN2 + γ
′
RM2 + γ2Q ,
dN1
dt





= −γ2M2 + γRN2 − γ
′
RM2 + γ2zQ ,
dM1
dt





= −2BaINa − r(Na −N∗a ) . (1)
Here I stands for the field intensity within the laser cavity. N2 (M2) andN1 (M1) denote the populations
of the upper and lower resonant (nonresonant) rotational energy levels in the gain medium, respectively.
Na is the difference of populations between the lower and upper level in the absorber, which will remain
positive. Bg and Ba are the cross sections multiplied by the velocity of light for the induced emission in the
gain medium and in the absorber, respectively. Q is the incoherent pump induced by the excitation current
in the gain medium. N∗ denotes the thermal equilibrium value of Na, and lg and L stand for the length of
the gain medium and laser cavity, respectively. Furthermore, la denotes the length of the absorption cell,
K is the cavity loss rate, and z is the effective number of nonlasing rotational levels in each vibrational
band. Also, γ
′
R is the rotational relaxation rate for the transitions between M2 → N2 and M1 → N1, and
γR is the rotational relaxation rate for the inverse transitions, γR/γ
′
R = z. The vibrational relaxation rates
for N1 and N2 are denoted, respectively, by γ1 and γ2. These relaxation rates hold as well for M1 and M2,
respectively. The relaxation parameter of Na is given by r.
After normalization of the variables and parameters in Eq. (1), and the adiabatic elimination of Na,
we get the following set of equations, which define the CM:
dI
dt






= −I(N2 −N1)− γ2N2 − γRN2 + γ
′
RM2 + γ2Q ,
dN1
dt





= −γ2M2 + γRN2 − γ
′
RM2 + γ2zQ ,
dM1
dt
= −γ1M1 + γRN1 − γ
′
RM1 . (2)
Here I stands for the intensity, which has been normalized by I → IBg/K. The populations and the
pump variable Q in the gain medium have been rescaled identically, e.g., Q→ QBglg/KL. The populations
Na and N
∗
a in the absorber have been normalized in the same way, e.g., Na → NaBglg/KL. All relaxation
parameters have been renormalized in the same manner, e.g., γ1 → γ1/K. Time has been rescaled as
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R = 0.7µ/K, z = 10, K = 3.2µ, and µ = 10
6sec−1 [Pando, 1996; Doedel et al., 2011a]. In
this section, as well as in the next section, the control parameter is taken to be Q, while α and βr remain
constant (α = 0.75 and βr = 200).
The RM is obtained from Eq. 2 by first making a linear transformation to new coordinates. The old
coordinates are the energy level populations in the amplifier [Doedel et al., 2011a]. As the relaxation rates
of two of these new variables are very large compared to those of the other two, we neglect their time
derivatives. The aforementioned linear transformation is related to the eigenvectors of the trivial solution





−1 + (z + 1)Ω
z






= ΩI(w − v)− γ1v ,
dw
dt













It is worthwhile to point out that the parameter value z = 10 for the amplifier has been suggested
already in the early studies of the LSA [Arimondo et al., 1983]. Later, the value z = 10 has been used
in the CO2 laser within the context of the transient regime [Meucci et al., 1992; Zehnle et al., 1992], the
CO2 laser with modulated losses [Pando et al., 1993] and the CO2 laser with feedback [Varone et al.,
1995]. More recently, a comparison between the 4LM and the six-temperature model for the mechanical
Q-switched CO2 laser was carried out, obtaining typically a good correspondence between experiment and
the predictions of both models [Wang et al., 2006]. However, Horlbelt and collaborators [Horbelt et al.,
2001] suggested a dependence of the parameters γR and γ
′
R on Q, over a wide interval of the excitation
current (Q) in a Q-switched CO2 laser, i.e., from 4.20 mA to 5.20 mA. That is, Q changes about 25 percent
above the first laser threshold. As a consequence the parameter z depends also on Q, as z is defined as
the ratio of γR to γ
′
R. However, the width over which Q induces relevant changes in the CO2 LSA (as in
Fig. 8) is much smaller than that studied in [Horbelt et al., 2001]: just 4 per cent above the relevant value
of Q, where z is not expected to change in a relevant way.
3. The Hopf Bifurcation
In both the CM and the RM the trivial solution, for which I = 0, is stable when Q < 1+α. It loses stability
at Q = 1+α due to a transcritical bifurcation, where the trivial solution family and a nonzero steady state
solution family intersect. Thus, for α = 0.75, the trivial solution loses stability at Q = 1.75. For both LSA
models, one leg of the bifurcating family of nontrivial stationary solutions consists of unstable solutions
until a Hopf bifurcation is reached near Q = 2.27, beyond which these equilibria become stable, as shown
in Fig. 1a for the CM and in Fig. 1b for the RM.
The numerical computations, carried out with AUTO [Doedel et al., 2011], sensitively depend on how
small I gets. For this reason it is better to use a new variable c, where I = exp(c). The trivial solution, I = 0,
then corresponds to c = −∞. Note that due to the above transformation the trivial solution cannot be
seen in the bifurcation diagrams. Our bifurcation diagrams show the customary L2-norm versus Q ; for the







1/2 for the nontrivial stationary solutions,












Similar expressions define the L2-norm for the RM.
We note that by its nature a bifurcation diagram shows a representative measure of the solution versus
the value of the parameter that is being varied. The choice of the solution measure is mostly dictated by
the clarity of the diagram it produces. As such the L2-norm is a customary measure, as it relects changes
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Fig. 1. The bifurcation diagram including the nontrivial stationary solution family (black), the family of 1-pulse periodic
orbits (red) that emanates from the Hopf bifurcation (red square), and a period-doubled family of 2-pulse orbits (red) Π(2),
which connects the two period-doubling bifurcations (open diamonds) on the 1-pulse family. The 2-pulse family contains a
region of stability, bordered by secondary period-doubling bifurcations (open diamonds). Solid curves represent stable solutions,
and dashed curves represent unstable solutions. Panel (a) is for the CM, and panel (b) is for the RM.
in any of the solution components. For further clarity we also include some bifurcation diagrams that show
the period of the orbits versus the varying parameter.
Another representation is to measure the variable c (I = exp(c), where I is the intracavity laser field
intensity), and embed its continuous time dependence in a suitable phase space of delayed coordinates.
Here 3 dimensions would be sufficient, as the system is highly dissipative. One can then calculate the
relevant norm in terms of these delayed coordinates as a function of the free parameter. The embedding
theorem asserts that under suitable conditions the embedded trajectory and that of the original model are
topologically equivalent [Kantz, 2004].
We also note that unstable periodic orbits that appear in the bifurcation diagrams are physically
relevant, as they may be stabilized when a suitable control mechanism is applied, such as in [Boccaletti et
al., 2000; Sieber et al., 2008].
4. Hysteresis of Periodic and Chaotic PQS self-pulsations.
To better appreciate the small differences between the predictions of the CM and the RM, we have done
numerical simulations where the pump parameter, Q, is decreased within a suitable interval. Bifurcation
diagrams, generated using AUTO [Doedel et al., 2011], then help understand how these differences arise.
To this end, we first integrate both models and, after an appropriate transient time, we plot Q versus
c (I = exp(c)) in the Poincare´ section, which we define as the surface generated when the maximum of c
occurs. The results are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b for the CM and the RM, respectively. Here, as Q is
decreased, a sequential transition Π(n+1) → Π(n) is clearly visible, with occasional small windows of chaotic
behavior.
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Fig. 2. Plot of c versus Q taken from the Poincare´ section, where α = 0.75, βr = 200, and Q is being decreased. Evident
are the period-adding cascades of periodic PQS pulses Π(n), and windows of chaotic motion. The Hopf bifurcation occurs at
Q ≈ 2.27, just to the right of where the chaotic motion ceases. Panel (a) is for the CM, and panel (b) is for the RM. We define
the Poincare´ section as the surface generated when the maxima of c occur.
The periodic time evolution of the stable PQS self-pulsations Π(n) is shown for the CM in Fig. 3, for
n = 3, 4, 5, 6, each of which corresponds to a different value of Q. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows PQS self-pulsations
for the RM. This also allows us to identify the corresponding periodic orbits Π(n) in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b,
in view of the period-adding cascade property. These PQS self-pulsations correspond qualitatively to those
reported in previous studies [Arimondo et al., 1983; Tachikawa et al., 1987, 1988; Lefranc et al., 1991;
Cavalcante & Rios Leite, 2008].
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Fig. 3. Plot of c versus time t for the CM, where α = 0.75, βr = 200, for the stable PQS pulses Π
(n), n = 3, 4, 5, 6. The large
negative value of c, down to −60, corresponds to a very small value of I , where I = ec. (a) Π(3) for Q = 2.160. (b) Π(4) for
Q = 2.185. (c) Π(5) for Q = 2.210. (d) Π(6) for Q = 2.225. For each stable PQS pulse Π(n) we can see the reinjection (leading
spike) and n− 1 undulations (undamped relaxations).
Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b suggest that the Hopf bifurcation occurs in the RM for a slighly smaller value of
Q than in the CM. This can be seen just before the onset of chaotic behavior, near Q = 2.27, when the
system is in its stable equilibrium state in both models. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b show that indeed this is the
case, with Q
(RM)
HB = 2.2727 for the RM, and Q
(CM)
HB = 2.2765 for the CM.
The bifurcation diagrams displayed in Fig. 1a for the CM and in Fig. 1b for the RM, also show the
family of periodic solutions that emanates from the Hopf bifurcation. In each model, this family contains
a fold as well as two period-doubling bifurcations, of which one is near the fold. The periodic solutions are
stable beyond the second period-doubling bifurcation. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b also show that the two period-
doubling bifurcations are connected by a single period-doubled family, which contains a region of stability
that is bordered by secondary period-doubling bifurcations. These secondary period-doubling bifurcations
can lead to more complicated stable dynamics that is, however, confined to very small regions in parameter
space. Note that Π(2) in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b corresponds to the period-doubled orbit which emanates from
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Fig. 4. Plot of c versus time t for the RM, where α = 0.75, βr = 200, for the stable PQS pulses Π
(n), n = 3, 4, 5, 6. (a) Π(3)
for Q = 2.18. (b) Π(4) for Q = 2.21. (c) Π(5) for Q = 2.230. (d) Π(6) for Q = 2.24. For each stable PQS pulse Π(n) we can see
the reinjection (leading spike) and n− 1 undulations (undamped relaxations).
the main PQS self-pulsation Π(1) in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, respectively.
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, for the CM and the RM, respectively, show that there are additional periodic
solution families that cannot be reached directly by periodic solution bifurcations from the families shown
in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, at least not by only varying the parameter Q. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show a number
of isolated families (isolas) of periodic solutions. We shall refer to these isolas as In, n = 3, 4, 5, 6, · · · . The
PQS self-pulsation Π(n) then belongs to the isola In, n = 3, 4, 5, 6, · · · . Moreover, Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show
that each isola In contains fold and period-doubling bifurcations. For each of the isolas shown, the periodic
solutions Π(n) are stable in a Q-interval bounded by period-doubling bifurcations.
On the basis of Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b one can explain the different types of hysteresis observed in Fig. 2a
and Fig. 2b at different values of Q. In enlarged views of the regions of stability in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, as
shown in Fig. 6, we can clearly see that stable periodic solutions Π(n) coexist. In Fig. 6 note, for example,
the co-existence of stability regions along the primary periodic family, the period-doubled family, and along
the isola I3; the cause of the hysteresis behavior observed in the simulations.
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Fig. 5. The bifurcation diagram including the stationary solution family (black) with Hopf bifurcation (the red square), the
1-pulse family (red) from which the period-doubled 2-pulse family (red) arises, and the isolas In for n = 3, 4, 5, 6, · · · (blue).
The stable regions (solid curves) are bordered by period-doubling bifurcations, denoted by open diamonds. Panel (a) is for
the CM, and panel (b) is for the RM. A close-up view of the left-hand fold of the isolas and of the period-doublings along the
isolas is shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b.
As another example, consider the cascade Π(6) → Π(5) observed in both models in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b.
Fig. 2b shows that hysteresis occurs near Q = 2.234. This value coincides with that of the leftmost period-
doubling (PD) bifurcation along the Q-stability interval for Π(6) in Fig. 6b, for which a precise value of Q
is 2.23390. Instead, for the CM, Fig. 2a shows that this cascade takes place near Q = 2.213. Again, this
value coincides with that of the corresponding PD bifurcation along the Q-stability interval for Π(6) in
Fig. 6a, for which the precise value is given by Q = 2.21316. Similarly for the other hysteresis points the
associated PD bifurcations for the RM are located to the right of those for the CM.
There are, however, qualitative differences between the hysteresis behavior of the CM and the RM.
Consider the cascade Π(7) → Π(6) in the CM. Fig. 2a shows that this hysteresis occurs near Q = 2.228.
This value coincides with that of the leftmost PD bifurcation that borders the Q-stability interval for
Π(7) in Fig. 6a. The precise value of this PD is Q = 2.22795. By contrast, in Fig. 2b near Q = 2.245,
a window of chaotic behavior (CW ) appears in the hysteresis transition: Π(7) → CW → Π(6). (More
precisely, by CW we mean that the trajectory is mostly chaotic within a Q-interval in Fig. 2, while it
remains possible that there are comparatively smaller windows of periodic behavior.) Correspondingly, the
bifurcation diagram for the RM in Fig. 6b shows a gap in Q-values near Q = 2.245, where none of the
Π(n) are stable. Specifically, the leftmost PD bifurcation at Q = 2.24604 along the Q-stability interval for
Π(7) is located to the right of the rightmost PD bifurcation for Π(6), at Q = 2.24466. These PD bifurcation
values for Q are very close to those that bound the CW .
Another feature that can be observed in Fig. 2b and Fig. 6b is that very close to the rightmost
PD bifurcation for Π(7) along the Q-stability interval, the RM predicts chaotic behavior starting from
Q = Qch ≈ 2.251 until Q = Q(RM)HB = 2.27274. The Q-value for this PD bifurcation is Q = 2.25101. Indeed,
as Q is decreased from values where the nontrivial stationary solution is stable, the solution of the RM
becomes chaotic as soon as Q passes the Hopf bifurcation value. As Q is decreased further, the solution
remains mostly chaotic, that is, we have a CW until the value Q = Qch is reached, as seen in Fig. 2b.
Note that the Q-interval between the Hopf bifurcation and the rightmost PD bifurcation of the Q-stability
interval for Π(7) is a gap, where none of the Π(n) are stable. Again, this PD bifurcation value for Q is very
close to the left bound of the CW .
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Fig. 6. Details of Fig. 5. Panel (a), for the CM, and panel (b). for the RM, show the stable Q-intervals and period-doubling
bifurcations (open diamonds) near the left-hand fold of the isolas. The isolas In having a region of stability between period-
doubling bifurcations are labeled (n = 3, 4, 5, 6, · · · ). Panel (c), for the CM, and panel (d), for the RM, show the isola I3,
for which the periodic PQS self-pulsations are stable between the period-doubling bifurcations labeled 2 and 3. The folds that
delimit I3 are labeled 1 and 4.
To the left of the CW near Q = 2.25518 in Fig. 2a, the CM shows a qualitatively different sequential
behavior from that of the RM shown in Fig. 2b; a difference that can be remedied, as seen in the next
section. There remain a few points that need to be mentioned. Firstly, the Q-intervals of stability for the
periodic orbits Π(n) exist up to n = 10, as shown in Fig. 5a. As for the RM, the last Q-interval of stability
exists for n = 7. Secondly, our numerical simulations suggest that the basin of attraction of Π(n) becomes
smaller as n increases. As a result, more coexisting basins of attractors, chaotic or periodic, come into play
in a small Q-interval. Thirdly, from each PD bifurcation that bounds the Q-intervals of stability of the
isolas In, new branches of PD solutions arise. These have in turn further Q-intervals of stability bounded
by secondary PD bifurcations. This process may repeat ad infinitum and generates new attractors, whose
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basins of attraction, however, was found to be negligibly small. Finally, extremely small regions of stability
along the isolas In may also occur near the folds in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. The aforementioned features may
induce additional chaotic attractor crises. A behavior similar to that in Fig. 2 is observed when we increase
the external incoherent pump parameter Q.
As seen in both models, for higher n the stability regions along the isolas tend to shrink and disappear
beyond a limiting value of n. In the next section, we show how this depends on the value of α.
5. The Stark Effect.
Here we consider briefly the changes induced by the action of an external static electrical field upon the
cell of absorbing molecules in the LSA, namely, the Stark effect. A major problem in experiments with
LSA concerns the relative lack of stability of the carrier frequency (”jitter”) in the periodic PQS self-
pulsations of Π(n). To overcome this problem, frequency locking has been induced by the Stark effect,
where a periodically modulated external electrical field acts upon the absorber cell [Dangoisse et al., 1990;
Tsukamoto et al., 1995]. An intracavity cell containing a CH3I saturable absorber has been considered in
an experiment [Dangoisse et al., 1990], where it was shown that the Stark effect induces a modulation of
the number of absorbing molecules. Therefore, in the equations for the CM and the RM, the parameter α






, N∗a (V ) = N
∗
a (0)(1 + θV ) ,
where N∗a (0) is the number of absorbing molecules at zero external voltage, V = 0, and θ is a suitable
constant.
We assume that the Stark effect is induced by a constant (DC) electrical field, and we consider the
changes in the PD bifurcations that border the Q-intervals of stability of the periodic PQS self-pulsations
Π(n) as a function of Q and α. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show the loci of period-doublings for the CM and the
RM, respectively, as the parameters Q and α change. These figures suggest that both models share the
same features. In particular, we see that the Q-intervals of stability of In shrink as α decreases. Also, as α
increases, new Q-intervals of stability of In appear for higher values of n. Furthermore, the first intersection
between the Q-intervals of stability corresponding to the isolas In and In+1 occurs for a value of Q smaller
than that where the Q-interval of stability of In+2 is born.
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Fig. 7. Some loci of period-doubling bifurcations. The lobe-like curves correspond, from left to right, to period-doubling
bifurcations along the isolas I3, I4, · · · In (all colored red). Solutions along a given isola are stable for values of Q and α that
lie inside the corresponding lobe. Panel (a) is for the CM, and panel (b) is for the RM.
The features described above indicate that a suitable, small increase of the parameter α in the RM
improves the agreement of the models. Specifically, the qualitative sequence of the hysteresis effects and
CW becomes more similar for increasing and decreasing Q. For example, Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b suggest that
for decreasing Q the sequence CW → Π(5) → CW → Π(4) → Π(3) is followed, with α = 0.655 in the CM
and α = 0.71 in the RM. For both models, CW are observed in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b, in windows given
approximately by 2.1475 < Q < 2.1687 in the CM and 2.2065 < Q < 2.2275 in the RM. Here there are no
Q-intervals of stability for In and several unstable Π(n) already exist, as seen in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b. In
smaller CW , given approximately by 2.1379 < Q < 2.1409 in the CM and 2.1955 < Q < 2.200 in the RM,
there is a gap with no common Q-interval of stability for I5 and I4 in both models: the two Q-intervals
of stability for these isolas do not yet intersect because α is not large enough. All PQS periodic orbits
Π(n) (n > 5) are also unstable here. These CW are clearly observed in the simulations depicted in Fig. 8a
and Fig. 8b for the CM and the RM, respectively. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b support these observations. Thus
both models, for suitable values of α, may accurately describe an experiment that observes period-adding
cascades. However, the corresponding values of Q for related events in the two models are slightly different.
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Fig. 8. Plot of c versus Q taken from the Poincare´ section, where βr = 200 and Q is being decreased. We see the period-adding
cascades of periodic PQS pulses Π(n), and windows of chaotic behavior. Panel (a) is for the CM, where α = 0.655, and panel
(b) is for the RM, where α = 0.71.
Finally we point out that the Stark effect also induces changes in the isolas In. Indeed, this can be
seen in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b for the CM and the RM, respectively. As a measure of the size of the isolas
In, it is natural to consider the location of their folds. One can see that the rightmost folds are found at
basically the same value of Q for all isolas with a given value of α. In contrast, the leftmost folds are at
different locations, but approach each other for large n.
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Fig. 9. The loci of folds of isolas In, n = 3, 4, 5, · · · . Panel (a) is for the CM, and panel (b) is for the RM. Note that, for
example for α = 0.6, all isolas are delimited on the right near the value Q = 2.4, while on the left they are delimited by quite
distinct values of Q, as also seen in Figures 5 and 6. In this figure βr = 200.
In both models the mechanism by which the isolas disappear is via the well-known “isola formation
points”, i.e., the points at the lower limits of the loci of folds in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. However, as seen in
the detail shown in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, the situation is somewhat more complicated. What happens is
that the isola first breaks into two separate isolas, which then disappear one after the other, as suggested
by these figures. The later indicates that the nature of the origin of the isolas in both models is the same.
Fig. 10. A further detail of Fig. 9 showing the loci of folds of isolas In. Panel (a) is for the CM, and panel (b) is for the
RM. Along the horizontal axis the Q-value is the sum of the value marked along the axis and the nominal value located at
the bottom right of the panel. In this figure βr = 200.
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6. Conclusions and Discussion
We have presented a systematic comparison of a molecular model of a CO2 laser with a fast saturable
absorber and a reduced version of this model. Qualitatively the agreement of the bifurcation structure of
the complete model (CM) and the reduced model (RM) is found to be very good. At the quantitative
level there are some differences, which manifest themselves in the numerical simulation of the hysteresis
behavior between different attractors, as the incoherent pump parameter Q is changed.
The first new relevant feature explored in this article is the description of the hysteresis dependence on
codimension-1 and codimension-2 bifurcations in both the complete model (CM) and the reduced model
(RM). Indeed, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 10 show how to obtain a good qualitative agreement of both models, as
we sweep the parameter Q, as shown in Fig. 8. These figures show how the bifurcations move in parameter
space as a result of the reduction. A practical conclusion is that the bifurcations in parameter space (Q,α)
show that a small increase of the secondary parameter α in the RM with respect to that of the CM
substantially improves the quantitative agreement of the models.
The second relevant feature, assuming a fixed value for α, is that the Q-intervals of stability of Π(n)
along isola In may show either a region or regions of intersection of such stability intervals of the neighboring
isolas In and In+1 or a region that separates these stability intervals. In the former case, the region or
regions of intersection is where coexistence of two or more Π(n) occurs. Instead, in the latter case, the
aforementioned region is where chaotic behavior can take place. The behavior in this interval depends
ultimately on the existence of unstable Π(n) and other possible attractors. The latter is supported by
simulations where the parameter Q is changed. As a result, the bounds of the chaotic windows are located
in a very close neighborhood of period-doubling bifurcations, which in turn determine the Q-intervals of
stability of In. Indeed, Fig. 7 indicates that as we sweep the parameter Q, typically at most two chaotic
windows can occur for both the CM and the RM, where the unstable Π(n) can trigger the chaotic dynamics
in this interval.
Lack of a comprehensive study of the relationship of the bifurcations in CM and RM has led in
recent years to the almost exclusive use of the CM either for the amplifier or absorber, underestimating or
disregaring the usefulness of the RM. This applies in particular to several CO2 laser models. The present
article shows how a mapping of parameters of the CM and the RM can be carried out to recover essentially
the same dynamics.
In our previous article [Doedel et al., 2011a], we found that periodic passive Q-switching self-pulsations
having the same number of undulations belong to isolas of periodic orbits with changing incoherent pump
parameter Q. In both models the physically relevant Q-intervals, where the PQS periodic self-pulsations are
stable along a given isola, are bordered by period-doubling bifurcations. The coexistence of such stability
intervals induces the observed experimental phenomenon known as period-adding cascades.
We believe that it is of interest to implement control techniques in nonlinear dynamics [Boccaletti et
al., 2000; Sieber et al., 2008], in the context of an experiment as well as in the present models. Indeed,
using the changes induced by the Stark effect, when a DC electrical field acts upon the absorber cell, and
changes in the incoherent pump parameter, it seems possible to determine experimentally the existence of
isolas and their Q-intervals of stability. In this context, we think that an interesting problem is the study of
the nature of complex networks of self-similar stability islands in the presence of isolas of periodic orbits,
as in our models. In particular, these complex networks have been studied in the context of the He´non
map [Gallas, 1993] and a loss-modulated class-B laser model [Bonatto et al., 2005].
Finally, we mention two perspectives within the scope of nonlinear dynamics for the CO2 LSA. The first
one points to the need for a more quantititative correspondence between the experiments and the model, as
indicated by Cavalcante and Rios-Leite [Cavalcante & Rios Leite, 2008]. These authors refer to the relation
between suitable maps, as discussed by Gaspard and Wang [Gaspard et al., 1987], and the homoclinic
features observed in the experiment. We believe that a study of higher-codimension bifurcations, with Q, α
and βr as parameters, will give additional insight compared to those predictions based on maps [Gaspard
et al., 1987]. In particular, we refer to the widths of the experimental periodic windows: the parameter
βr does not have a straightforward analog in the map of Gaspard and Wang [Gaspard et al., 1987]. The
second perspective concerns the issue of excitability. Indeed, in an article of Plaza and collaborators [Plaza
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et al., 1997], an experiment shows a new excitability scenario in the CO2 LSA. We believe that our reduced
model is a good starting point to study this kind of dynamics. Finally we note that excitable laser systems
have received significant attention in recent years [Kelleher et al., 2011].
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